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Figure S1. Schematic representation of VRN-A1 (A), VRN-B1 and VRN-G1 (B) promoter region variability identified in di- and tetraploid wheat species. Insertions are indicated by black triangles, insertion lengths are marked under the black triangles. Deletions are indicated by dotted black lines. Hatched rectangles indicate variable region in the variants of Vrn-A1b allele. Locations of the deletions and insertions are marked in base pair numbers upstream from the start codon, in accordance with the sequence vrn-A1u (GenBank Ac.No GQ451819).

* - allele was identified by Golovnina et al. 2010.
Figure S2. Geographical distribution of different variants of VRN-A1 gene from accessions of studied tetraploid wheats. Abbreviations: a - Vrn-A1a.3; b - variants of Vrn-A1b; d - Vrn-A1d; e - Vrn-A1e; f - Vrn-A1f; u - vrn-A1 (vrn-A1u) allele. Numbers on the right of the graphic symbols match the numbers of studied wheat accessions which possess certain allelic variant.
Figure S3. Distribution of heading time among studied accessions of ten tetraploid wheat species. Different species are marked by different colors.
Figure S4. Distribution of heading time among VRN-A1 alleles identified in studied accessions of ten tetraploid wheat species. Different allelic variants are marked by different colors.